
The	explanation	of	the	 “In the Earth” Art-Peace	

 In this Art-Peace called “In the Earth” we will be discovering some things of astronomical proportions in 
relation to the Earth itself by looking at the phrase in Hebrew written in the center of this Art-Peace which says 
 In the Earth” & has a numerical value of 298. When you multiply 298 by 10 squared it is equal to 298,000“ בהארץ
which is how fast the Earth travels around the Sun in meters per second. Now when looking at the first letter in 
this word which is the letter Beit ב having a numerical value of 2 which is a prime number you will also see two 
words written upon the letter. The word on top is the word זרע Zera meaning seed & it has a numerical value of 277 
which is also prime. Then at the bottom 0f this letter beit is the word חיה Chaiyah meaning life & it too is prime 
having a value of 23. Beit ב means “in” when placed in front of a word, so what we have here is the seed of life in 
the Earth. Now when you multiply these prime numbers 2 x 23 x 277 you get 12742 which is the diameter of the 
Earth 12742 km. To the right of this letter beit ב, written vertically, is the word אהבה Ahava meaning love. So what 
we are looking at is the fact that love is the seed of life planted in the Earth & what is this love?  Well if we now add 
“In the Earth” at 298 + seed at 277 + life at 23 + love at 13 it is equal to 611 the numerical value for the word Torah 
  .which is G-Ds Word planted in the Earth with love תורה

 Now when we look at the word for “In the Earth” again having a value of 298 when added to the two 
words written vertically to the right קול Kol at the top means voice equaling 136 & then the word below this is the 
Divine Name of G-D equaling 26 for a total of 162. Then, when you add the “Voice of G-D” to “in the Earth” 
together its total is 460 & 460 meters per second is the speed at which the Earths surface at the equator moves. 
Then when you add the word written vertically to the left which is אדמה Adamah meaning dirt & the Earth is 
covered with dirt, it has a numerical value of 50 & 460+50 equals 510. Below אדמה Adamah you will see some 
scientific notation. 510 x 10 to the 6th power squared is equal to the total surface area of Earth or 510 million 
square km.  

 Then below the letter Beit ב is the word הקדוש Hakodesh meaning “the holy” & it has a value of 415. Going 
toward the left, you will see a division symbol then to the left the word Gan גן meaning garden appears & it has a 
value of 53. Now, when you use these two words ״the holy garden״ & divide 415 over 53 you get 7.83 which is the 
exact frequency of our planet Earth, 7.83 Hertz which is known as the "Schuman's Frequency.” The word for 
garden valued at 53 divided over the word written below it which is the word Lev meaning heart לב having a 
numerical value of 32 you get 1.656. Then when you multiply 1.656 x 10 cubed you get the speed at which the 
Earth rotates on its axis which is 1,656 km/h.   

 Above the letter Beit ב is the word זקף which means upright. It has a numerical value of 187. Toward the 
left you will see a divide symbol, as you will be dividing 187 over the next word Koheniem כהנים which means 
“Priest’s” having a numerical value of 125. What we are about to reveal is how the upright Koheniem/Priest’s establishes 
1 astronomical unit which is the distance from the Earth to the Sun as 187 divided over 125 is equal to 1.496 which 
is equal to the question-mark below the division symbol between these two words. Then above the division symbol 
is that same question mark or 1.496 x 10 to the 8th power giving you 149,600,000 km which is 1 astronomical unit, 
the distance from the Earth to the Sun which is symbolized by 1AU at the top to the left. Then to the right is the 
number 499 which is how many seconds the speed of light takes to travel 1 astronomical unit which is 8.31 
minutes. 

 May we Bless Adonai the King. May we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah of His servant 
Moses. The Hebrew Alphabet is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the Mirrored Reflection of 
Pure Divine Will, (G-D) in the Cosmos, & may the Eternal Light of the Holy Torah fall like Rain upon the Earth. 
May this Art-Peace shed the Light & the Truth of the Holy Torah’s Sublime Wisdom upon all those who See it & 
Hear the Words therein, & may this Art spark Holy conversations that are pleasing to our KING, the Holy One, 
Blessed be He forever & ever Hallelu’Yah amen!   

Additional information comes with Art.  

Discoveries, Literature, & Art by “Tsophnat Paneach the Speed of Light Artisan” 

Meaning “Decoder of Mysteries” = “The one who explains what is hidden” 

The place where Astrophysics & Art collide! ESM.us All Art inspired by Torah & Tanakh


